Bindman and Baker begin from material facts and present a compelling account of the work of the leading master of a genre which rose to great prominence in mid-eighteenth-century England. They find that new prosperity and social pretensions formed the taste for such tombs, which were informed by contemporary ideas about death recorded in some of the most famous elegaic poetry in the English language, in mostly forgotten sermons, and in sublime oratorios, notably Handel's. The authors also inquire into the reasons for Roubiliac's success in this domain. An out-
standing craftsman in marble, he was clever and efficient in piecing together the marble components of figures and setting, and able to finish surfaces beyond the local standard. Attention to lighting and settings were also important factors in Roubiliac's dominant position. It would be interesting to know how he planned overhead lighting, but the authors do not speculate about this.
Roubiliac rebuilt a chancel to accommodate the Montagu tombs at Warkton, with a plan for indirect lighting possibly based on central European models, which he would have known from a plausibly reconstructed Central European trip in his youth.
Moreover, he designed ingenious supports for his figures. Among the most striking is a form used in the Duke of Montagu's monument that the authors compare to a German or Austrian stove. In the astounding Nightingale monument, a couple's rustic idyll, under the sheltering arch of a grotto, is cut fatally short when Death looms up suddenly from a crypt, coming from the bowels of Westminster Abbey to aim a deadly dart at the wife's breast. (Bindman discusses the latter monument most interestingly as a rare example of EvangelicalMethodist art.) A comparison with theater is apt because of the dramatic mise-en-scene, and also Roubiliac's impresario-like manipulation of the public reception of his monuments.
The book is of methodological interest because the material benefits from the interplay of two approaches. Bindman, an academic art, cultural, and social historian, wrote the first half, which places Roubiliac in context and covers the problem of the tomb in eighteenth-century England, the career of Roubiliac compared with those of continental and English sculptors, and a thematic study of the imagery. In the second half, Baker, a historian of sculpture at the Victoria and Albert Museum, examines the working proceses and, with Bindman and Tessa Murdoch, catalogues the monuments, drawings, and models. Dialogue and synergy between two viewpoints, consideration and reconsideration of the monuments in different contexts, and probing discussions of each work create a polyphonic structure that enriches our perceptions of individual monuments and the group as a whole.
An unexpected payoff is that, by isolat- Yet, for all this attention, Chambers's place in the history of architecture is not fixed, or, like Somerset House, it has to be ever discovered and rediscovered. As Summerson observed, Chambers was a professional man, "conservative, balanced and civilised," conducting a well-regulated business (Architecture in Britain 
